True Payment Flexibility

Now that PayGround has embedded Plastiq’s payment capabilities into their app, patients have the ability to pay any of their providers using any type of payment method, including ACH from their bank accounts, credit cards, debit cards, and HSA or FSA accounts/cards. Once the patient enters their info, Plastiq sends payment to the healthcare provider the way they prefer - paper check or ACH deposit.
Plastiq has helped PayGround deliver on what their patients said they wanted most: “More ways to pay.” Resolving payment challenges reduces a significant amount of frustration that patients face during already difficult times and helps them save time where it’s needed most.

“Plastiq has delivered where we needed it, and even went above and beyond through their exceptional customer service, especially when dealing with technical aspects.” Said COO Adam Younger, “Being able to help patients pay their medical bills without unnecessary burdens and stress means a lot to Drew and the PayGround family, and Plastiq has given us this capability through a completely frictionless and flexible payment platform.”

To learn more about PayGround, visit PayGround.com. To learn more about how Plastiq, visit plastiq.com/payment-api/. If you would like to talk to an expert, reach us at connect@plastiq.com